Introduction
============

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cancer in industrialized countries [@JR013-1]. In Germany, it accounts for 12 % of all cancer deaths in men, second only to lung cancer, and for 14 % of all cancer deaths in women, second only to breast cancer [@BR013-2]. Screening can decrease CRC-related mortality through cancer prevention by polypectomy and the removal of flat lesions and through early detection of CRC [@JR013-3] [@JR013-4] [@JR013-5] [@JR013-6] [@JR013-7] [@JR013-8] [@JR013-9]. In Europe, CRC screening strategies and survival rates differ widely between countries [@JR013-10]. Germany has instituted an early detection program based on opportunistic screening, with limited attendance rates to date [@JR013-11] [@JR013-12].

A panel of experts has proposed CRC screening guidelines for Germany, taking into account current evidence [@JR013-12]. Based on the determination of the Federal Standing Committee (GBA), which decides what is reimbursed by German statutory health insurance companies covering 85 % of the German population, guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing (gFOBT) is covered starting at age 50, and twice-in-a-lifetime screening colonoscopy is covered starting at age 55 [@OR013-13]. Therefore, the current strategies that are recommended and fully covered by statutory health insurance in Germany include annual gFOBT for ages 50 through 54, followed by biennial gFOBT or by colonoscopy starting at age 55 and repeated in 10 years. The German Guidelines for Colorectal Carcinoma consider colonoscopy the preferred test [@JR013-12].

Despite these recommendations, the majority of Germans older than 50 years are not screened. In 2007 -- 2008, 38 % of eligible women and 29 % of eligible men older than 55 years of age underwent FOBT. The rate of colonoscopy utilization is lower. Between 2003 and 2008, approximately 16 % of eligible persons had undergone a screening colonoscopy [@OR013-14], but more than 40 % of persons older than 50 years of age had undergone a screening or diagnostic colonoscopy at least once by 2009 [@JR013-15]. Lack of convenience and reservations about invasive methods are the leading reasons for this lack of adherence [@OR013-14].

Blood-based biomarkers of colorectal neoplasia may have the potential to improve population screening rates. Promising markers are emerging [@JR013-16], including plasma methylated Septin 9 DNA (*^m^*SEPT9) [@JR013-17] [@JR013-18] [@JR013-19]. A large prospective trial in the United States and Germany recently demonstrated the test performance characteristics of a plasma *^m^*SEPT9 assay for colorectal neoplasia in average-risk persons undergoing screening colonoscopy, with sensitivity for CRC of 48 % (95 %CI 32 -- 64 %) and specificity of 92 % (95 %CI 90 -- 93 %) when two replicates were used, and sensitivity for CRC of 64 % (95 %CI 48 -- 79 %) and specificity of 88 % (95 %CI 86 -- 90 %) in a post hoc three-replicate emulation [@JR013-20]. A commercial assay for this marker is now available in Germany.

We used decision analytic modeling to perform a health economic evaluation of CRC screening in Germany, motivated by the recent establishment of Germany's unique CRC screening program and the emergence of novel biomarkers. We compared the strategies recommended in Germany, based on gFOBT and colonoscopy, with the substitution of gFOBT by a fecal immunochemical test (FIT) and with the use of *^m^*SEPT9 as an illustration of emerging blood-based biomarkers.

Methods
=======

Overview of decision analytic model
-----------------------------------

We developed a model for Germany based on our previously published decision analytic model for the United States [@JR013-21]. The model's previous validations [@JR013-21] [@JR013-22] against the Minnesota Colon Cancer Control Study [@JR013-3] [@JR013-4] and three randomized controlled trials of sigmoidoscopy [@JR013-7] [@JR013-8] [@JR013-9] and a model schematic (**Appendix Fig. 2**) are presented in the Appendix. For this analysis, the natural history CRC incidence and mortality by age in the absence of screening were calibrated to year 2000 data from the Munich Cancer Registry (before the German national screening program was instituted) [@OR013-23], and all-cause mortality by age was derived from the German national mortality table 2007 -- 2009 [@OR013-24] (**Appendix Fig. 1**). Because it can be debated which year's data are optimal for calibration, we tested the model with the original United States -- based calibration and found that compared with the year 2000 German-based calibration, the cost-effectiveness analyses results did not differ with respect to ranking of strategies or dominance between strategies, and that while incremental cost-effectiveness ratios changed some, the differences were not substantial enough to affect interpretation or conclusions. Cost inputs were derived from a literature review [@OR013-25] [@OR013-26] [@JR013-27], the doctor's fee scale and procedure reimbursement (Einheitlicher Bewertungsmaßstab: EBM) catalogue 2011 for office-based physicians with an EBM point value of € 0.035 [@OR013-28], German Diagnostic Related Group (DRG) codes for hospitalizations [@OR013-29], and expert consultations (**Appendix**).

The health states in our model are as follows: normal; small polyp (\< 1 cm); large polyp (≥ 1 cm); CRC at localized, regional, or disseminated stages; and dead (**Appendix Fig. 2**). The model uses the staging system of the U.S. Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program. SEER coding guidelines consider stage IIA as localized and stage IIB as regional disease. Data for Germany were converted to the SEER staging system.

The PRESEPT trial and methylated Septin 9 DNA assays
----------------------------------------------------

PRESEPT (PRospective Evaluation of SEPTin) was a prospective multicenter study conducted in the United States and Germany that examined the performance for CRC detection of a polymerase chain reaction-based assay for *^m^*SEPT9 in the plasma of average-risk persons undergoing screening colonoscopy [@JR013-20]. Two plasma aliquots per person were initially tested (2-well assay), and a third aliquot of remaining DNA was tested post hoc to emulate a 3-well assay [@JR013-20]. A 3-well assay is now available in Germany.

Traditional and novel potential screening strategies, and surveillance
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We modeled the currently recommended and covered CRC screening strategies in Germany: gFOBT yearly for ages 50 through 54 and then every 2 years for ages 55 through 75 (FOBT), and hybrid strategies with FOBT and colonoscopy starting at age 55 (FOBT/COLO 55,65) or 60 (FOBT/COLO 60,70) [@JR013-12] [@OR013-13]. We compared these strategies with analogous strategies substituting FIT for gFOBT (FIT, FIT/COLO 55,65, and FIT/COLO 60,70). Different FITs are available, and test performance varies by cutoffs for positivity. We used a representative base case derived from published literature [@JR013-30] [@JR013-31] [@OR013-32] and explored ranges in sensitivity analyses. To reflect persons who undergo only colonoscopy and not fecal testing, we modeled twice-in-a-lifetime colonoscopy at ages 55 and 65 (COLO 55,65) or ages 60 and 70 (COLO 60,70). Finally, we investigated strategies based on a 2-well or 3-well methylated Septin 9 DNA assay (*^m^*SEPT9-2well, *^m^*SEPT9-3well) at varying test intervals. The *^m^*SEPT9-3well strategies are meant to illustrate the potential improvement over the *^m^*SEPT9-2well strategies, but we acknowledge that the *^m^*SEPT9-3well model inputs reflect a post hoc analysis in the PRESEPT trial.

Screening was superimposed on the natural history module. Screening and surveillance were offered to persons at average risk for CRC from the ages of 50 to 75 years. If any screening test result was positive, then colonoscopy was offered. If the colonoscopy result was normal after a positive screening test result, the screening test was assumed to be a false-positive, and screening was resumed in 10 years with the primary screening strategy. With colonoscopy, polyps were removed and CRCs were biopsied if detected. In all strategies, surveillance colonoscopy was performed 3 years after the removal of a large adenoma (≥ 1 cm), 5 years after the removal of a small adenoma, and within 1 year of CRC diagnosis, then 3 years followed by every 5 years after CRC diagnosis [@JR013-12] [@JR013-33].

Septin 9-based screening: testing performance and interval
----------------------------------------------------------

We used the reported population-adjusted sensitivities of *^m^*SEPT9-2well and *^m^*SEPT9-3well from the PRESEPT trial [@JR013-20] to estimate the assay's sensitivities for localized, regional, and disseminated CRC (**Appendix Table 1**).

In the PRESEPT trial, only *one-time testing* was performed. Before an *^m^*SEPT9-2well or *^m^*SEPT9-3well screening *program* could be compared with the alternative strategies, a testing interval had to be selected. We assumed that the sensitivities of fecal and blood-based tests were not affected by previous negative results. We examined screening with *^m^*SEPT9-2well and *^m^*SEPT9-3well at progressively shorter intervals, as we have described previously [@JR013-34], and selected screening intervals that appeared to be reasonably cost-effective by traditional standards (\< 25,000 euros per quality-adjusted life-year \[QALY\] gained). We present results for yearly blood-based testing (*^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1) as well as for blood-based testing every 2 years (*^m^*SEPT9-3well q2, *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2).

Cost inputs
-----------

The derivation of cost inputs for Germany in year 2011 euros is described in the Appendix. The cost of the *^m^*SEPT9 assay in Germany is currently approximately € 150.

Clinical and economic outcomes
------------------------------

The principal model outputs were QALYs and costs per person [@JR013-35] [@JR013-36]. Future QALYs and costs were discounted by 3 % annually [@BR013-37]. The seemingly small differences in QALYs between strategies result from the fact that gains of several years among a small fraction of people are averaged over the entire screened population and future years are discounted; this should not be interpreted as indicating that the clinical outcome differences between strategies are negligible [@JR013-21] [@JR013-22]. Reported health state utilities for CRC by stage were used to calculate QALYs by applying these for 5 years after CRC diagnosis. For each strategy, we estimated CRC cases by stage, CRC-related deaths, and colonoscopy demand in a cohort of 100 000 persons.

Cost-effectiveness analyses
---------------------------

Analyses from the perspective of a health care payer were performed in TreeAge Pro (TreeAge Software, Inc., Williamstown, MA, USA) and in Excel 2003 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were calculated [@JR013-35] [@JR013-36].

We first performed analyses reflecting persons who undergo and adhere to screening (maximum efficacy). Second, because utilization and adherence are likely to differ between strategies, although data on these parameters are not available for all strategies, we explored in detail multiple scenarios reflecting imperfect and differential utilization and per-cycle screening adherence (potential effectiveness). Analyses focused on variable utilization compare populations with different proportions of "regularly adherent" versus "never-adherent" persons, and analyses focused on variable per-cycle adherence examine persons who are "irregularly adherent." Detailed results for all strategies are presented in figures and tables, but for ease of understanding, the text emphasizes the most salient comparisons.

One-way sensitivity analyses were performed on all model inputs. Threshold analyses were performed on influential variables. To estimate the uncertainty of our projections, a Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 trials was performed. We used beta distributions for probabilities derived from means, standard deviations, and ranges in the literature [@BR013-38]. Costs of screening were varied as a set by the same factor (common factor) within a range of 20 % of the base case value. Costs of care were varied as a set by a different common factor within the same range.

Results
=======

Testing interval for strategies based on ^m^SEPT9
-------------------------------------------------

Because the incremental cost per QALY gained with yearly *^m^*SEPT9-3well or *^m^*SEPT9-2well compared with screening every 2 years was relatively cost-effective ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}), and because all four of these strategies were cost-effective compared with no screening ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}), we present results for *^m^*SEPT9-based testing yearly as well as every 2 years.

###### Base case clinical and economic results assuming optimal screening uptake, adherence, and follow-up. 

                                                                            Natural history   COLO 60,70   *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2   FOBT        *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2   COLO 55,65   FOBT/COLO 60,70   *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1   *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1   FIT/COLO 60,70   FOBT/COLO 55,65   FIT         FIT/COLO 55,65
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------ --------------------- ----------- --------------------- ------------ ----------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------- ----------------
  CRC cases per 100 000 persons from age 50 to age 100 years                7904              3240         5353                  5251        4832                  2978         2964              4224                  3766                  2747             2838              3878        2729
  CRC stage                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   Localized                                                                40 %              49 %         53 %                  53 %        55 %                  48 %         53 %              58 %                  59 %                  54 %             51 %              60 %        52 %
   Regional                                                                 37 %              34 %         33 %                  32 %        32 %                  34 %         33 %              29 %                  29 %                  32 %             33 %              28 %        32 %
   Distant                                                                  23 %              17 %         15 %                  15 %        13 %                  18 %         15 %              13 %                  12 %                  14 %             16 %              13 %        16 %
  Deaths attributable to CRC                                                3.3 %             1.2 %        1.8 %                 1.8 %       1.5 %                 1.1 %        1.0 %             1.3 %                 1.1 %                 0.9 %            1.0 %             1.2 %       0.9 %
  QALYs per person[1](#FN013-2){ref-type="table-fn"}                        19.5815           19.6524      19.6531               19.6577     19.6645               19.6715      19.6722           19.6732               19.6797               19.6822          19.6825           19.6832     19.6872
  Cost per person[1](#FN013-2){ref-type="table-fn"}                         € 2288            € 1195       € 2333                € 1274      € 2123                € 1147       € 1062            € 2615                € 2363                € 1050           € 1074            € 1049      € 1098
  Increment cost per QALY gained compared with:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
   Natural history                                                          --                Dominates    € 600                 Dominates   Dominates             Dominates    Dominates         € 3600                € 800                 Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   COLO 60,70                                                               --                --           € 1.6 million         € 14 900    € 76 600              Dominates    Dominates         € 68 200              € 42,700              Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2                                                      --                --           --                    Dominates   Dominates             Dominates    Dominates         € 14 100              € 1100                Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   FOBT                                                                     --                --           --                    --          € 124 300             Dominates    Dominates         € 86 400              € 49 400              Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2                                                      --                --           --                    --          --                    Dominates    Dominates         € 56 600              € 15 800              Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   COLO 55,65                                                               --                --           --                    --          --                    --           Dominates         € 890 000             € 149 000             Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   FOBT/COLO 60,70                                                          --                --           --                    --          --                    --           --                € 1.6 million         € 173 000             Dominates        € 1200            Dominates   € 2400
   *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1                                                      --                --           --                    --          --                    --           --                --                    Dominates             Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1                                                      --                --           --                    --          --                    --           --                --                    --                    Dominates        Dominates         Dominates   Dominates
   FIT/COLO 60,70                                                           --                --           --                    --          --                    --           --                --                    --                    --               € 85 700          Dominates   € 9500
   FOBT/COLO 55,65                                                          --                --           --                    --          --                    --           --                --                    --                    --               --                Dominates   € 10 300
   FIT                                                                      --                --           --                    --          --                    --           --                --                    --                    --               --                --          € 12 200
  Colonoscopies required per 100 000 persons from age 50 to age 100 years   18 700            237 900      123 100               92 500      149 900               269 200      256 300           177 500               206 600               268 800          281 000           135 800     288 800

CRC, colorectal cancer; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; FOBT, fecal occult blood testing; FIT, fecal immunochemical testing; COLO, colonoscopy; *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2, methylated Septin 9 DNA 3-well assay every 2 years; *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, *^m^*SEPT9-3-well assay every year; *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2, *^m^*SEPT9-2well assay every 2 years; *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1, *^m^*SEPT9 2-well assay every year."Dominates" denotes a strategy that is more effective and less costly than its comparator.

Discounted 3 %/year.

Base case: Effectiveness with optimal utilization and adherence
---------------------------------------------------------------

All screening strategies decreased CRC incidence, shifted the stages of CRC at diagnosis toward earlier stages, and decreased CRC-related mortality ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). CRC incidence reductions resulted from adenoma detection and removal. Shifts in CRC stage resulted from detection of early CRC. Decreases in CRC mortality resulted from both prevention and early detection.

Assuming optimal screening utilization and adherence, the greatest reductions in CRC incidence and mortality compared with no screening were observed with the hybrid strategies of FIT and colonoscopy, then gFOBT and colonoscopy ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). The*^m^*SEPT9-based strategies resulted in less substantial CRC incidence reductions, reflecting their lower sensitivities for adenomas.

Beyond CRC incidence, CRC stage and patient age at diagnosis were also important determinants of life expectancy. When these were considered in addition to CRC incidence, the greatest gains in life expectancy were observed with FIT/COLO 55,65, followed by FIT alone ([Fig. 1](#FI013-1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}).

Base case: cost-effectiveness and colonoscopy demand with optimal utilization and adherence
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All strategies based on fecal tests and/or colonoscopy and *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2 cost less than no screening (i. e., they were cost-saving), making them dominant over no screening because they were also more effective ([Fig. 1](#FI013-1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). The remaining *^m^*SEPT9-based strategies were not cost-saving, but they were cost-effective compared with no screening, at costs of € 600 to € 3600 per QALY gained ([Fig. 1](#FI013-1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}).

In incremental comparisons between all strategies, several strategies were dominated by other strategies that had greater effectiveness and lower costs ([Fig. 1](#FI013-1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). The two strategies that emerged as preferred after the dominated strategies had been excluded were FIT, which was dominant over no screening and nearly all other strategies, and FIT/COLO 55,65, which displayed an ICER of € 12 200 per QALY gained compared with FIT ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). Colonoscopy demand was substantially lower with FIT than with hybrid strategies or annual *^m^*SEPT9-based strategies ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}).

Imperfect screening utilization and adherence
---------------------------------------------

Differential screening utilization, which refers to the fraction of a population that participates in screening, affected the comparisons between strategies. For example, if comparable cohorts were offered FIT or *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2, and the relative utilization rate of FIT was 70 % versus that of *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2, then FIT shifted to being comparatively less effective instead of more effective than *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2, and *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2 had an incremental cost of € 59 600 per QALY gained compared with FIT. The ICER of *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2 compared with FIT decreased to € 26 300 per QALY when the relative FIT uptake rate was 60 % versus that of *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2.

Differential rates of per-cycle adherence among persons utilizing screening, which refers to the probability of accepting a screening offer in a particular cycle of a screening program, also affected the comparisons between strategies. For example, assuming 80 % per-cycle adherence with *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, this strategy had ICERs of € 28 800 per QALY gained compared with FIT with 40 % per-cycle adherence, and € 50 000 per QALY gained compared with FIT/COLO 55,65 with 40 % per-cycle adherence ([Fig. 2](#FI013-2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#FI013-3){ref-type="fig"}).

![ Discounted mean quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) per person and costs per person for the screening strategies in the base case. The strategies using gFOBT (guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing), FIT (fecal immunochemical testing), and/or COLO (colonoscopy) were all more effective and less costly than no screening. Among the *^m^*SEPT9 (methylated Septin 9 DNA)-based strategies, *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2 (3-well assay every 2 years) was more effective and less costly than no screening, while *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 (3-well assay every year), *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2 (2-well assay every 2 years), and *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1 (2-well assay every year) were all highly cost-effective but not cost-saving.](10-1055-s-0034-1377182-i013ei1){#FI013-1}

![ Sensitivity analysis on per-cycle adherence rates: *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 (methylated Septin 9 DNA 3-well assay every year) versus FIT (fecal immunochemical testing yearly for ages 50 -- 54 years, then every 2 years for ages 55 -- 75 years). Assuming 80 % per-cycle adherence with *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, this strategy cost € 28 800 per quality-adjusted life-year gained compared with FIT with 40 % per-cycle adherence.](10-1055-s-0034-1377182-i013ei2){#FI013-2}

![ Sensitivity analysis on per-cycle adherence rates: *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 (methylated Septin 9 DNA 3-well assay every year) versus FIT/COLO 55,65 (fecal immunochemical testing yearly for ages 50 -- 54 years and colonoscopy at ages 55 and 65). Assuming 80 % per-cycle adherence with *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, this strategy cost € 50 000 per quality-adjusted life-year gained compared with FIT/COLO 55,65 with 40 % per-cycle adherence.](10-1055-s-0034-1377182-i013ei3){#FI013-3}

Sensitivity analyses
--------------------

Assuming optimal uptake and adherence, comparisons between strategies were affected by test performance characteristics and costs, but the costs of CRC care and complication rates had negligible impact, and they did not affect the rankings between strategies, including *^m^*SEPT9-based screening compared with fecal testing ([Table 2](#TB013-2){ref-type="table"}). FIT remained dominant over the *^m^*SEPT9-based strategies even at a test cost for *^m^*SEPT9 of € 10. Assuming a best-case scenario for *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 test performance characteristics based on the upper bounds of reported confidence intervals (sensitivities of 15 % for small polyp, 19 % for large polyp, 75 % for localized cancer, and 100 % for regional cancer; specificity 90 %), this strategy's effectiveness (mean 19.6799 QALY per person) approached that of the most effective strategies ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}), but a test cost of € 30 was required to achieve a total cost (mean € 1165 per person) that approximated the costs of the most effective strategies ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). Even with these parameters, the FIT-based strategies and FOBT/COLO 55,65 remained more effective and less costly, and therefore dominant, compared with *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1.

###### One-way sensitivity analyses focusing on *^m^*SEPT9-based screening and fecal testing.

  Variable                                                                              Base case value            Value in sensitivity analysis    *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 vs. natural history               *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 vs. FOBT                                         *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1 vs. FIT                                                                                                                                                      
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                                                    Incremental QALYs[1](#FN013-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Incremental cost per QALY gained[1](#FN013-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Incremental QALYs[1](#FN013-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Incremental cost per QALY gained[1](#FN013-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Incremental QALYs[1](#FN013-3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Incremental cost per QALY gained[1](#FN013-3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  *^m^*SEPT9-3well sensitivity for small polyp/large polyp/localized CRC/regional CRC   0.10/0.14/0.51/0.75        0.06/0.10/0.26/0.42              0.0876                                                € 2260                                                               0.0115                                                € 105 500                                                            -- 0.0181                                             Dominated
                                                                                                                   0.15/0.19/0.75/1.0               0.1056                                                Dominates                                                            0.0295                                                € 31 200                                                             0.0040                                                €289 200
  *^m^*SEPT9-3well specificity                                                          0.88                       0.85                             0.0975                                                € 30                                                                 0.0214                                                € 47 600                                                             -- 0.0042                                             Dominated
                                                                                                                   0.90                             0.0987                                                € 1300                                                               0.0226                                                € 50 700                                                             -- 0.0030                                             Dominated
  *^m^*SEPT9-3well cost                                                                 € 150                      € 50                             0.0982                                                Dominates                                                            0.0221                                                € 9000                                                               -- 0.0035                                             Dominated
                                                                                                                   € 100                            0.0982                                                Dominates                                                            0.0221                                                €29 200                                                               -- 0.0035                                            Dominated
  FOBT sensitivity for small polyp/large polyp/CRC                                      0.05/0.11/0.40             0.05/0.09/ 0.25                  0.0982                                                € 800                                                                0.0360                                                € 25 300                                                             -- 0.0035                                             Dominated
  FIT sensitivity for small polyp/large polyp/CRC                                       0.10/0.24/0.70             0.075/0.16/0.50                  0.0982                                                € 800                                                                0.0221                                                € 49 400                                                             0.0100                                                € 112 000
  Colonoscopy sensitivity for small polyp/large polyp/CRC                               0.85/0.90/0.95             0.75/0.85/0.92                   0.0962                                                € 1200                                                               0.0219                                                € 50 100                                                             -- 0.0034                                             Dominated
  Colonoscopy bleeding/perforation rates                                                0.0016/0.00085             0.008/0.00425(5-fold increase)   0.0928                                                € 1300                                                               0.0187                                                € 60 000                                                             0.0056                                                Dominated
  CRC care costs                                                                        See **Appendix Table 1**   50 % decrease                    0.0982                                                € 8700                                                               0.0221                                                € 58 500                                                              -- 0.0035                                            Dominated
                                                                                                                   50 % increase                    0.0982                                                Dominates                                                            0.0221                                                € 40 200                                                             -- 0.0035                                             Dominated

CRC, colorectal cancer; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; FOBT, fecal occult blood testing; FIT, fecal immunochemical testing; *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, methylated Septin 9 DNA 3-well assay every year."Dominates" denotes a strategy that is more effective and less costly than its comparator."Dominated" denotes a strategy that is less effective and more costly than its comparator.

Discounted 3 %/year.

Monte Carlo simulation
----------------------

Assuming optimal utilization and adherence, the preferred strategies at a willingness-to-pay threshold of € 25 000 per QALY gained were FIT in 49 % of iterations, FIT/COLO 55,65 in 47 % of iterations, and FOBT/COLO 55,65 in 4 % of iterations. At a willingness-to-pay threshold of € 50 000 per QALY gained, FIT was preferred in 37 % of iterations, FIT/COLO 55,65 in 62 % of iterations, and FOBT/COLO 55,65 in 1 % of iterations.

The median and 95 % confidence intervals for the QALYs gained per person with each strategy and the incremental costs per QALY gained between strategies are shown in [Table 3](#TB013-3){ref-type="table"}. FIT and FIT/COLO 55,65 were the two remaining strategies when dominated strategies were excluded. Compared with no screening, FIT gained a median 0.0810 (95 %CI 0.0661 -- 0.1025) QALY per person, and it was less costly (dominant) within the entire 95 % confidence interval. Compared with FIT, FIT/COLO 55,65 gained a median 0.0028 (95 %CI 0.002 -- 0.011) QALY per person, and it cost € 10 200 (95 %CI Dominates -- 446 000) per QALY gained.

###### Results of Monte Carlo simulation.

  Strategy              Increment QALYs gained per personvs. natural history,median (95 % confidence interval)[1](#FN013-4){ref-type="table-fn"}   Increment cost per QALY gainedvs. natural history,median (95 % confidence interval)[1](#FN013-4){ref-type="table-fn"}   Increment cost per QALY gainedvs. preceding strategy,median (95 % confidence interval)[1](#FN013-4){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COLO 60,70            0.0567 (0.0470 -- 0.0723)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)[2](#FN013-5){ref-type="table-fn"}
  *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2   0.0574 (0.0459 -- 0.0728)                                                                                                  € 4200 (€ 1200 -- € 7900)                                                                                               € 159 000 (Dominates -- € 4.0 million)
  FOBT                  0.0604 (0.0464 -- 0.0775)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- € 1.6 million)
  *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2   0.0668 (0.0553 -- 0.0825)                                                                                                  € 900 (Dominates -- € 3500)                                                                                             € 92 000 (Dominates -- € 1.5 million)
  COLO 55,65            0.0717 (0.0600 -- 0.0899)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- € 872 000)
  FOBT/COLO 60,70       0.0724 (0.0601 -- 0.0903)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- € 601 000)
  *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1   0.0731 (0.0604 -- 0.0928)                                                                                                  € 8000 (€ 5100 -- € 11 400)                                                                                             € 281 000 (Dominates -- € 7.2 million)
  *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1   0.0786 (0.0656 -- 0.0975)                                                                                                  € 4500 (€ 2200 -- € 7200)                                                                                               Dominates (Dominates -- € 158 000)
  FIT/COLO 60,70        0.0801 (0.0665 -- 0.1007)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- € 6.3 million)
  FOBT/COLO 55,65       0.0804 (0.0677 -- 0.0996)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- € 127 000)
  FIT                   0.0810 (0.0661 -- 0.1025)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      Dominates (Dominates -- € 99 700)
  FIT/COLO 55,65        0.0841 (0.0706 -- 0.1050)                                                                                                  Dominates (Dominates -- Dominates)                                                                                      10 200 (Dominates -- € 446 000)

QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; FOBT, fecal occult blood testing; FIT, fecal immunochemical testing; COLO, colonoscopy; *^m^*SEPT9-3well q2, methylated Septin 9 DNA 3-well assay every 2 years; *^m^*SEPT9-3well q1, *^m^*SEPT9 3-well assay every year; *^m^*SEPT9-2well q2, *^m^*SEPT9 2-well assay every 2 years; *^m^*SEPT9-2well q1, *^m^*SEPT9 2-well assay every year."Dominates" denotes a strategy that is more effective and less costly than its comparator.

Discounted 3 %/year.

Compared with natural history.

Discussion
==========

Our health economic evaluation of CRC screening in Germany explores the potential effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of current strategies that rely on gFOBT and colonoscopy, as well as the potential substitution of FIT for gFOBT and emerging blood-based biomarkers, exemplified by a plasma *^m^*SEPT9 assay [@JR013-20]. The results have implications for screening in Germany specifically, but the novel insights provided on hybrid screening strategies have implications for CRC screening more broadly.

In recent years, national screening programs have been debated or instituted in multiple countries, and these are usually based on fecal tests or sigmoidoscopy. Colonoscopy is frequently used in the United States where there is no uniform national screening program [@JR013-39], and it is recommended as the preferred screening test in Germany [@JR013-12]. The currently recommended and covered strategies in Germany include a unique hybrid strategy that combines FOBT in the initial years, followed by colonoscopy in later years.

Our results illustrate the potential benefit of hybrid fecal test/colonoscopy strategies. In the base case, FIT/COLO 55,65 was the most effective strategy, followed closely by FIT ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}), and these were also the preferred strategies in the Monte Carlo simulation. The optimal choice between these strategies depends on society's willingness to pay per QALY gained, and on available endoscopic resources. The hybrid strategies take advantage of frequent noninvasive testing at the younger screening ages, with a high *cumulative*sensitivity over the 5 initial years for prevalent and incident CRCs and adenomas. Thereafter, following those who have had a negative FIT for 5 years with subsequent FIT every 2 years or colonoscopy at ages 55 and 65, both seem to be reasonable options ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#TB013-3){ref-type="table"}). However, the demand for colonoscopy was substantially higher with hybrid strategies than with FIT ([Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, differential utilization and adherence rates between strategies affected not only the absolute benefits and costs of a given strategy compared with no screening but also the incremental comparisons between strategies.

Some patients may utilize twice-in-a-lifetime colonoscopy beginning at age 55 without undergoing gFOBT starting at age 50. Our analysis suggests that performing twice-in-a-lifetime screening colonoscopies at younger ages (e. g., ages 55 and 65) may be more effective and cost-effective than performing them at older ages (e. g., ages 60 and 70). However, FIT and all FIT-based or gFOBT-based hybrid strategies starting at age 50 were more effective than twice-in-a-lifetime colonoscopy alone starting at age 55 or later, assuming optimal adherence. These results highlight the differences between a *program*of frequent use of a *test* that is reasonably sensitive for CRC but less sensitive for adenomas on one-time testing (FIT) versus a *program*of twice-in-a-lifetime use of a *test*with higher sensitivities but a much longer testing interval in which neoplasia can develop or progress (COLO 55,65). The relative utilization for each *program* and the relative adherence with each *test cycle*, however, are both important determinants of a given *program's* ultimate effectiveness and cost-effectiveness [@JR013-40], as discussed further below. It remains to be determined what a hybrid program's utilization and adherence over time will be.

At present, FIT is available in Germany, but its cost generally must be covered by patients themselves. Our results suggest that insurance coverage for FIT instead of gFOBT could improve clinical outcomes and prove cost-saving for persons who undergo fecal-based screening (FIT vs. FOBT, [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}) or fecal-based screening and then colonoscopy at later ages (FIT/COLO 60,70 vs. FOBT/COLO 60,70; [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}), and cost-effective for persons who undergo fecal-based screening and then colonoscopy at younger ages (FIT/COLO 55,65 vs. FOBT/COLO 55,65; [Table 1](#TB013-1){ref-type="table"}).

How might novel blood-based biomarkers fit into the landscape of CRC screening in Germany? A plasma *^m^*SEPT9 assay is currently available in Germany, but patients must cover its cost. Multiple other biomarkers are under study [@JR013-16]. Blood-based assays offer the theoretical advantage of minimal invasiveness and possibly greater acceptance by patients. With current test performance characteristics and cost, *^m^*SEPT9-based screening may be less effective and cost-effective than the alternatives, assuming comparable utilization and adherence between all strategies. However, if screening with a blood test resulted in greater numbers of people adhering to screening, it could be more effective at the population level than the alternatives ([Fig. 2](#FI013-2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#FI013-3){ref-type="fig"}). A blood-based assay with test performance characteristics matching the upper range of the confidence intervals that we assumed for the *^m^*SEPT9-3well assay [@JR013-20], if offered at a cost of approximately € 30, could be competitive against FIT in Germany, even at high levels of utilization and adherence for both tests.

Our study has several strengths. Our decision analytic model has been validated [@JR013-21] [@JR013-22] against prospective, randomized clinical trials of FOBT [@JR013-3] [@JR013-4] and sigmoidoscopy [@JR013-7] [@JR013-8] [@JR013-9]. The test performance characteristics for *^m^*SEPT9-based screening were obtained from a prospective trial [@JR013-20]. We have adapted our model to study CRC screening in Germany, which has unique features, including the recommended and covered strategies of gFOBT at yearly and then biennial intervals, and a hybrid screening strategy combining gFOBT and a later switch to colonoscopy. Our analyses provide novel insight into CRC screening in general, independently of the particular setting. Finally, our model provides a means to evaluate emerging blood-based biomarkers in the context of relatively low costs for established screening tests, including colonoscopy, as is the case in Germany.

We acknowledge some limitations. This is a modeling study, and the results depend directly on the model inputs and assumptions. We have assumed conditional independence between repeated rounds of testing, which may not be true [@JR013-41], particularly regarding sensitivity for advanced adenoma (**Appendix**). This may overestimate cumulative *program* sensitivity, which may be particularly relevant for FIT- and *^m^*SEPT9-based screening. Because the base case results for these strategies may overestimate their effectiveness, we have addressed *program* sensitivity by varying the sensitivities per lesion. While we explored uncertainties in all model parameters in sensitivity analyses, it must be appreciated that little is known about certain key parameters. For instance, no longitudinal data are available on the utilization of and adherence to current screening strategies (including hybrid strategies) over time in Germany. There are no data on these parameters for emerging blood-based biomarkers. Therefore, the scenarios we present for differential uptake and adherence must be taken as illustrations. The results of any modeling study must be interpreted with caution because modeling studies are not clinical trials. The advisability of starting colonoscopy screening at age 55 and not earlier, and the specific designs of the hybrid strategies, might be debated by some, but we chose to model these strategies as currently covered in Germany. Further data are needed on patient preferences, which affect utilization and adherence rates, and therefore the estimated effectiveness and cost-effectiveness, of hybrid and novel strategies. Our focus on specific comparisons and threshold analyses addresses the a priori aims of this study, but it does not imply that these strategies are preferred, especially in light of the uncertainties surrounding utilization and adherence. Finally, our CRC treatment cost inputs were not based on a cost-of-illness study, but instead on expert opinions and other sources.

In conclusion, the currently recommended and covered CRC screening strategies in Germany, including hybrid strategies of fecal-based testing and colonoscopy, are likely to be cost-saving. The place of emerging blood-based biomarkers such as *^m^*SEPT9 among screening options in Germany will depend not only on their test performance characteristics and cost, but also on their utilization and longitudinal adherence over time compared with the accepted alternatives.
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